
Dear Vet Golfer,

In the last couple of weeks, I have received several reports of different players doing some disturbing things on the
course during our Wednesday competitions. If the things I have heard second and third hand are
players need to consider whether they are playing fairly and within the rules that we are all supposed to follow.

“I have decided to remind all players of their duties as a marker of a card in a competition

The duties of a marker are to not just write down the score given to you by the player whose card you are scoring, but
it is to ensure that the player whose card you are marking has played their round of golf in accordance with the Rules
of Golf, and the local rules of the Club as notified on the white board
means that you need to ensure the player whose card you are marking does (for example);

• not take more than a card length when they take a preferr

• not take a drop from a bare patch when they are not on the fairway they are playing (local rule)

• take a drop in the correct place after they have entered a water hazard

• go back to where they last hit their ball if it goes out o

• not touch anything if they are playing a ball inside the markers defining a hazard

• not ground their club in a bunker or hazard

• at the end of the hole they have counted all of their sho

It sounds like an onerous job, but they are the responsibilities of a marker at a Golf Club. It is also requested that all
players in the group keep an eye on the other players in the group to ensure that they are fo
challenge them if they think they may have “miscounted” their score on the hole. A good practice to get into is for the
player to announce how many strokes they have had when they are picking up their ball from the hole. At that
the player’s marker or another player in the group can discuss and help the player count their shots and ensure the
correct score is entered onto the scorecard.

Whilst I and the Committee can only (and have done so) talk to, write warning letters and cha
have been alleged to have done incorrect and unfair things on the course, it is up to everyone in the group playing
with these players to ensure that everyone is playing within the rules. Rule books are available in the Clubhouse, but
to be honest the rules I have heard people allegedly breaking aren’t the more difficult ones in the book
ones like taking more than a card length, miss count
somehow ending up back on the fairway.
pin marker closer to the hole than their actual shot.

It has been my experience that the people who cheat will also be the people who
what I am saying is “don’t expect them to own up to the fact”. No one w

Thanks for your assistance with this matter and in helping to ensure everybody playing at our Club is playing by the
same rules, making it a fair competition for all.

Yours Sincerely,
Grant Smallacombe
(Cooroy Veterans Golf Captain)
30th August 2017

I have received several reports of different players doing some disturbing things on the
course during our Wednesday competitions. If the things I have heard second and third hand are
players need to consider whether they are playing fairly and within the rules that we are all supposed to follow.

I have decided to remind all players of their duties as a marker of a card in a competition

write down the score given to you by the player whose card you are scoring, but
the player whose card you are marking has played their round of golf in accordance with the Rules

and the local rules of the Club as notified on the white board, and on the window of the starters box. This
means that you need to ensure the player whose card you are marking does (for example);

• not take more than a card length when they take a preferred lie (local rule)

• not take a drop from a bare patch when they are not on the fairway they are playing (local rule)

• take a drop in the correct place after they have entered a water hazard

• go back to where they last hit their ball if it goes out of bounds or is “deemed to be lost”

• not touch anything if they are playing a ball inside the markers defining a hazard

or hazard before they play their shot

• at the end of the hole they have counted all of their shots and penalties incurred on that hole

It sounds like an onerous job, but they are the responsibilities of a marker at a Golf Club. It is also requested that all
players in the group keep an eye on the other players in the group to ensure that they are fo
challenge them if they think they may have “miscounted” their score on the hole. A good practice to get into is for the
player to announce how many strokes they have had when they are picking up their ball from the hole. At that
the player’s marker or another player in the group can discuss and help the player count their shots and ensure the
correct score is entered onto the scorecard.

Whilst I and the Committee can only (and have done so) talk to, write warning letters and cha
have been alleged to have done incorrect and unfair things on the course, it is up to everyone in the group playing
with these players to ensure that everyone is playing within the rules. Rule books are available in the Clubhouse, but
to be honest the rules I have heard people allegedly breaking aren’t the more difficult ones in the book
ones like taking more than a card length, miss counting shots, moving a ball from the rough or behind a tree and

ack on the fairway. And just as disturbing I have had reports of players placing the nearest the
pin marker closer to the hole than their actual shot.

It has been my experience that the people who cheat will also be the people who are prone to distort the
expect them to own up to the fact”. No one will want to be branded a cheat.

Thanks for your assistance with this matter and in helping to ensure everybody playing at our Club is playing by the
ir competition for all.

August 2017

I have received several reports of different players doing some disturbing things on the
course during our Wednesday competitions. If the things I have heard second and third hand are true, then a few
players need to consider whether they are playing fairly and within the rules that we are all supposed to follow.

I have decided to remind all players of their duties as a marker of a card in a competition”.

write down the score given to you by the player whose card you are scoring, but
the player whose card you are marking has played their round of golf in accordance with the Rules

the window of the starters box. This
means that you need to ensure the player whose card you are marking does (for example);

• not take a drop from a bare patch when they are not on the fairway they are playing (local rule)

f bounds or is “deemed to be lost”

ts and penalties incurred on that hole

It sounds like an onerous job, but they are the responsibilities of a marker at a Golf Club. It is also requested that all
players in the group keep an eye on the other players in the group to ensure that they are following the rules and
challenge them if they think they may have “miscounted” their score on the hole. A good practice to get into is for the
player to announce how many strokes they have had when they are picking up their ball from the hole. At that time,
the player’s marker or another player in the group can discuss and help the player count their shots and ensure the

Whilst I and the Committee can only (and have done so) talk to, write warning letters and challenge the people who
have been alleged to have done incorrect and unfair things on the course, it is up to everyone in the group playing
with these players to ensure that everyone is playing within the rules. Rule books are available in the Clubhouse, but
to be honest the rules I have heard people allegedly breaking aren’t the more difficult ones in the book – it is the basic

moving a ball from the rough or behind a tree and
And just as disturbing I have had reports of players placing the nearest the

are prone to distort the truth, so
to be branded a cheat.

Thanks for your assistance with this matter and in helping to ensure everybody playing at our Club is playing by the



CGC     Card

(a) Before lifting the ball, the player must mark its position. Having lifted the ball, he must
place it on a spot within 1 card length, (210mm or  8¼ inches ) of, and not nearer the hole
than where it originally lay, that is not in a hazard and not on a putting green.
(b) A player may place his ball only once and it is ‘in play’ when it has been placed [Rule 20-4].
If the ball will not stay put, and fails to come to rest on the spot where you are trying to place
it, (rule 20 – 3d) says there is no penalty and allows you to replace it.
(c) If the ball when placed comes to rest on the spot on which it is placed and it subsequently
moves, there is no penalty and the ball must be played as it lies,.
(d) If the player fails to mark the position of the ball before lifting it or moves the ball marker
prior to putting the ball back in play or moves the ball in any other manner, If you move the
ball in any other manner (eg drag the ball with your club, kick it with your feet, etc) you will
incur a one stroke penalty.
(e) [PENALTY FOR BREACH OF THIS RULE: Match Play - Loss of Hole. Stroke Play - 2 Strokes.]

The light green area shows how far you can legally move your ball.

Other facts:
I hate putting a ball which lies on the green tight against the mowing ridge—so when
preferred lie applies, can I move the ball from the green onto the fringe where it is easier??
Bad luck—the preferred lie local rule applies “through the green” only. Definitions tell us that
this ruling does not include the ball in bunkers or water hazards, nor on the teeing ground or
the green of the hole being played. Play it as it lies!

What about the other way—the ball lies on the fringe. If preferred lie is in play, can I move the
ball onto the green, no nearer the hole?
No—read the local rule again—you can place the ball on a spot which is “not on a putting
green”.


